Foreword
Pascal Breuls
Dear reader,
You are holding the fourth edition of the Yearbook DKE in
your hands. I am very proud and happy that we were able to
create a follow up of last year’s edition. Again a lot of things
have happened during the last academic year which will be
highlighted in this yearbook. Some of them you probably did
forget already. But there will be more. Group pictures of your
fellow students, review of big events from Incognito, and
many more.
Most important is that another year of your career as a students will come to an end within a couple of days. Holidays
will start soon and the time of reflection probably also starts.
May this year book help you in looking back, but also help you
in looking forward towards a beautiful future. A future you
will design yourself. The world around us develops non-stop.
So do we. We hope that you are proud to be part of that. Your
ideas and developments can be part of next year’s edition of
the yearbook!

Yearbook
2012 - 2013
Knowledge
Engineering

Gaining knowledge is a very important element of being a
student a DKE. Nevertheless being part of this community, enjoying you student life and making life-long friends is probably
more important, as can be seen in this beautiful yearbook!
Thanks to all who made this year’s edition possible.
Enjoy your summer!
On behalf of all staff of DKE,
Pascal Breuls, director
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Word from the Editors
Irme Groothuis & Gabi Ras
Another year, another yearbook. This takes up more time
than we previously thought, but it was fun making it
nonetheless.

xkcd.com/889/

I don’t think anyone even reads this part actually, so we
thought we’d test that. Right now there is probably a BBQ
going on. If you are reading this, go up to your fellow KE’er
and randomly do your best Chewbacca impression. If you
don’t know who Chewbacca is then shame on you.
Enough shenanigans.
What can you find in this yearbook? Stories of our events.
Containing skyrim references. Memes about teachers.
Steven’s head photosh- SPOILER! Joel Karel. XKCD. Some
more Steven. Also some robots. GoT references. Venn
diagrams. Art. Save the markers.

xkcd.com/712/

We hope this will be your most favorite book ever :)

xkcd.com/1210/
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For grins
Smoking is good for your
knowledge management
but you will die earlier.“
- Frank Harmsen

This was said to Gijs-Jan:

Oh, you’re watching
Grey’s Anatomy? But isn’t
that something only
girls watch?
- Katerina Stankova

I’m not using black because I’m in my dark age,
but because we have no
blue pens
- Joel Karel

made by Lars Mennen
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OMGWTFBBQ

06/2012

Irme groothuis & Gabi ras

WHAAAA IT’S TIME FOR THE OMGWTFBBQ!!!!
HKFJHODORGSDKFHODORGDJHODORFGSKDFHODORG!!!
Some facts about this amazing bbq:
- There was food and drinks in abundance
- meat
- pork
- chicken
- salads containing either kiwi or peeled cucumbers
- white wine
- BEER
- cola, fanta, etc.
- There was fussball
- students played
- teachers played!
- student AND teachers played :O
- It was very gezellig
- no further explanation needed
That’s about it. Oh, and it rained and the tent broke. We
hope that next year we can write a bit more about this
amazing but not well-remembered event.
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Faculty 08/2012
Introduction Cindy Hubinon
I joined the promoteam in August 2012. First task at DKE:
babysitting the first year bachelors. The number of new
first years this time was a record, soooo many new faces!
But down to business.
The most interesting parts were the city tour and gettingto-know-each-other activities! That’s where you detect
the lazy people! When we had to play a game of <lowering a long stick to the ground while keeping it perfectly
horizontal>, with everyone holding it with their index fingers, one person particular caught my attention in terms
of most powerful laziness. Yes Alex, I’m talking about you,
not even touching the stick!! First impressions are the
most important, so you’ll now forever be lazy in my mind
>:)
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The blindfolded activities were so much fun! My group
aced the number ordering activity, but seriously, like bosses. We made this awesome code with tapping on each
other’s backs and we were done in no time. The activity
where we had to make a perfect square with a long rope
though, ehm... well, let’s say the coordinator, le me, did
not totally understand that this activity was a silent one :D
As for the city tour and the usual weird ass questions we
had to answer, well, some locations like the Jan Van Eyck
Akademie I had to search for and discover on the spot
with the new students because seriously, never heard of it
o.O
But in conclusion, I’m now like, best friends foreveeeeer
with Bas who was in my group :D
The end.
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Block Opening 09/2012
Drink 1 Max Howard
I arrived at the first BOB of the year with good company,
who’s names I can’t recall. As we entered we were greeted by ... who? Who were these people? I wandered to
the bar to get whatever drink was available that night and
collect my thoughts. ‘Why was I so confused?’ I thought
to myself. Why did this event seem shrouded in mystery.
Something was not right.

Here is an amusing XKCD comic to make up for this. Enjoy.

I spent the next few hours speaking with my fellow attendees. Were they too suffering from this sense of
vagueness about the evening? If they were, they were not
showing it. Or were they? I can’t remember.
I left, unsure of what had just happened and frightened
by the uncertainty of it all. And then from nowhere, I
found one thought. One simple idea. A glimmer of revelation that made sense of the obscurity of the evening and
that is, that if you should make someone write a post-hoc
piece about an immemorable and non-distinct event:
be sure they get it done before
they’ve forgotten every
signiFIcant detail!
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xkcd.com/231/
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ApenKooien

09/2012

Job Hartjes

Apenkooien, hell yeah!
On Wednesday September 26th MSV Incognito organised
one of her yearly events. Apenkooien!
Apenkooien is a game of tag where it is not allowed to
touch the floor. It takes place in a gym, which is filled with
playground equipment. You can use this equipment to get
from one place to another. There are two or more taggers, who work together to eliminate the rest as quickly
as possible by tagging them or making them touch the
floor. When all players are eliminated, the round ends and
other people will become the taggers.
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So. Around 21:00, on a Wednesday evening some DKE students gathered Sportzaal Boschpoort. Around 20 people
attended the event and after a quick explaination of the
rules the tagging commenced. People ran, people jumped,
some were tagged really quickly, while others managed to
run for minutes. But as always, the taggers won the game
eventually and a new round was started. After a couple
of round people were getting tired, so it was time for the
cookies and drinks that were promised in the promotional
email and posters.
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ApenKooien

09/2012

Job Hartjes

Well dined and ready for another round the people of
DKE went back to the gym hall to run some more. After a
total of two hours of running everybody helped to clean
up the hall and the idea to play some dodgeball was born!
As always this piece of text doesn’t even cover the awesomeness of this event, so if you want to get a more visual idea of what we were doing: A vast collection of photos
and videos is available on the website of MSV Incognito.
I hope we will organise this event for many years to
come!
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Halloween

10/2012
with Luna-tik and EUNITAS | Gijs-jan Roelofs
Witches and goblins, zombies and elves,
With sprites and spooks gathering themselves,
For this one night in all the year,
They rule Maastricht and bring naught but fear
These spooks they turn good girls bad,
On the dancefloor they show themselves mad,
So when it’s dark, bad boys and maids,
Throw themselves to dance in spades,
For unknowns make them leave their warm beds,
And madmen filled their covered heads,
It was the party they gathered round to see,
Show themselves, and all they could be,
Abroad upon weird Halloween,
In all their festivities they were seen.
The entrance guarded by witches, two,
Doubling toil and trouble, handing out green welcome
brew,
An evening ne’er to forget,
As expectations were fully met.
So I’ll await your next bacchanal hearty,
With these final words I leave, this verse fifth,
Why don’t skeletons like to party?
They have no body to dance with!
Kekekekeke!
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Constitution
Drink Gabi Ras

11/2012

This is a story about six very dedicated and eccentric individuals who took command of an elusive ship called the
“MSV Incognito”.
As the legend goes, the MSV Incognito gets a new crew
each year on the eve of it’s 11th month. Stories tell that
some of the old crew mysteriously vanished, never to be
heard from again. Yet others perish on the high sea and
are unable to accept their tragic faith. These individuals
still haunt the Incognito, they say.

Each year, the new crew celebrates its newly accepted
responsibility by throwing a big party and inviting the elite
teams of other well-known vessels. This particular year,
the captains and their teams of the “MSV Luna-Tik”, “AEGEE”, “Eunitas”, “Universalis”, “DOPE” and “Pulse” came
bearing wonderful gifts. One gift stood out. This was a
most unusual token of the Luna-Tik crew; a small plastic
woman replica of proportions never seen before. It is believed that her name was “Barbie”.

Incognito Board 2012-2013:

Gerrit Drost, Yannick Thimister, Job Hartjes,
Anne Derks, Gabi Ras, Irme Groothuis
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Constitution
Drink Gabi Ras

11/2012

One would think that after the encounter with this gift,
nothing could surprise the crew of Incognito. One could
not be more wrong. As the night was coming to an end,
everybody made the big mistake of letting their guard
down. It happened so quick, only inaccurate descriptions
of the event remain. One account of a lusty argonian
maid goes as follow: “Captain Gabrielle was enjoyin’ her
glass o’ grog, when all o’ a sudden, a big ghastly shape
swept her o’ her feet and tried t’ carry her out o’ t’ buildin’. But captain Gabrielle was a brave beauty and fought
aft with all her might. Her Incognito comrades noticed
and came t’ her rescue. T’ ghastly figure let out an awful
wale and vanished. It must have been one o’ t’ old crew
who now haunts t’ MSV Incognito.”
Needless to say it was an amazing night full of surprises.
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11/2012

Boardgames
night
Irme Groothuis

Games night was fun :) Actually about 15 people showed
up, and there were lots of games to play. I played “7
wonders”, a game which we could implement as part
of our project, but which despite that turned out to be
a very fun game to play. We also played various rounds
“Stef Stuntpiloot” (It is rumoured it is banned from Dutch
stores since students used it as a drinking game…) Anyway, we didn’t and we had lots of fun. I also played flux, a
game in which the rules change every turn, rather confusing at first, but the more I played the more I started to
like it. In the end I think we played games from 8 to half
past 12, and I had a really good time. There was a pleasant atmosphere and everyone was playing games the
whole night, there were all kinds of different games so
there always was something to play for everyone.
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Incognito 11/2012
Camp Alex Steens
To all agents currently undercover at the department of
knowledge engineering, code names ygl025-ygl048:
Congratulations on the successful completion of your
training exercise of november 23-25 last year. You all performed admirably during the several different parts of the
weekend. Some of you have proven without a doubt that
you are dangerous tricksters who will use any means at
their disposal to kill the targets they were assigned while
doing so effectively and quickly. Others have shown their
prowess when it comes to solving difficult cases with a
minimal amount of clues and making alliances to trade or
attain necessary information.

A few of you even trained in the important and delicate
art of sabotage and surveillance, while tricking your
fellow agents into thinking you were on their side. And
lastly, thanks to the valiant efforts of those saboteur/spy
trainees, we have been able to properly train some of our
agents to find and dispose of such double-agents.
In the end, our organization is quite content with the results we saw after the weekend and we have high hopes
for everyone in the near future.
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Incognito 11/2012
Camp Alex Steens
Further mission information from now on will be delivered to each of you personally through the known secure
channels and we hope to see you all at next year’s training exercise.
This message will automatically destroy itself either in 5
seconds or in 20 years, if you believe your identity will
be discovered, you are allowed to manually destroy this
message sooner.

SAVE the
dry erase markers!
We have noticed that certain teachers lack the grace and
finesse needed to make a whiteboard marker last long in
a lecture. All puns intended.
But seriously, many markers have been disposed of prematurely due to a lack of proper care and this issue needs
to be addressed. Here are some simple things you need
to know to make your marker last longer.
this is cap.
cap is marker’s best friend.
he always looks after marker
by protecting him from drying
out

after using marker,
IMMEdiatly put cap
back on marker.
or else marker will
Die.

for ultimate pro-ness,
store the marker
upside down. empirical
evidence shows that
this works.
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DKE 4th Lustrum

11/2012

Symposium Frank Thuijsman
At the DKE Lustrum Symposium of November 29th 2012,
we celebrated that 20 years ago the program Knowledge
Engineering was started as a joint transnational and experimental initiative of the departments of Mathematics
and Computers Science from the Limburgs Universitair
Centrum in Diepenbeek, Belgium, and the Rijksuniversiteit
Limburg in Maastricht.

Through the years many things have changed. The universities renamed themselves to Hasselt University and
Maastricht University respectively and jointly founded the
transnational University Limburg that now hosts a number
of joint programs, among which are our masters in Artificial Intelligence and in Operations Research. In Maastricht
the departments of Computer Science and Mathematics gradually merged into one department of Knowledge
Engineering with three interdisciplinary research groups
that work on a wide range of research areas. The change
in language of the program Knowledge Engineering from
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Dutch to English made the number of nationalities within
our students population grow from two to well over thirty.
Today our current staff is also much more international
than in the early days. The wideness and international
flavor of the Maastricht Knowledge Engineering activities
are reflected in the Lustrum Symposium. For an audience
consisting of staff, students and interested guests the following outstanding scientists gave very clear, interesting
and accessible presentations. Here is a brief review:
Wolfram Burgard, University of Freiburg, Germany, talked
about techniques for mobile robot navigation. He discussed the problems encountered when trying to have a
robot autonomously find its way through a crowded German city center, while it is constantly learning about its
environment. He used nice movies to illustrate his work.

Brian Gerkey, Open Source Robotics Foundation, Mountain View, United States, presented his ROS Project. ROS is
the open source Robot Operating System that is the most
widely used robot software platform in robotics research,
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DKE 4th Lustrum

11/2012

Symposium Frank Thuijsman
education and industry. He explained how and why it was
designed as it is, what people are doing with it, and what
plans there are for the future.

Nathan Sturtevant, University of Denver, United States,
gave a presentation on his pathfinding architectures and
how these are deployed in commercial computer games
like Dragon Age. He addressed a number of challenging
issues in ongoing research to achieve realistic movements
of game characters and he gave us several illustrative
video examples.
Bernhard von Stengel, London School of Economics, United Kingdom, presented his work on algorithms for the calculation of equilibria in various economic models. These
follow pathways along the edges of labeled polytopes that
are similar to the pathways followed by the simplex method for solving linear programming problems. Many “pretty
pictures” illustrated his method and their relation with the
concept of orientation in simplicial manifolds.
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Blanca Rodriguez, University of Oxford, United Kingdom,
gave a talk on the state of the art in computational models
of cardiac electrophysiology and showed how these models have been crucial in understanding the mechanisms
involved in normal and abnormal heart rhythms and electrotherapy.
Olivier Meste, University of Nice Sophia Antipolis, France,
also addressed the heart. He discussed a number of signal
processing approaches involved in modeling and analyzing
the influence of the autonomous nervous system on the
heart rate.
These talks nicely illustrate how Knowledge Engineering is
effecting us at heart level and as such has a profound impact on our lives. See you at the next lustrum in five years.
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Sinterklaas

12/2012

Alex Steens

For the third year in a row Saint Nick has been generous
enough to pay a to visit our faculty. The big kids (who are
actually still small inside) placed their shoe in front of the
fireplace, hoping they would get a present even though
they’ve been naughty several times during the last year.
Everybody then went home to their beds wondering
what good Sinterklaas and his black minions would leave
for them. The next morning they woke up happily after
a good night’s sleep and had all but forgotten about the
presents they would be receiving, but when they arrived
at the faculty they were overjoyed to see their shoes
filled to the brim with gifts and candy. The remainder of
the day was filled with laughter and playing (outside of
class of course) while Saint Nick and his merry men went
back to Spain, where Sint would have a nice relaxing year
while his workers would be testing, inventing, wrapping,
cooking, checking, training and singing in preparation for
next year’s feast.
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steven kelk
The real guy. The best guy.
I love linear programming.
it makes me happy.
in 2 years you will all remember
this. when i ask you about the
wyndor lp
you will know these 4 constraints. thats why you study.
lp is just as beautiful as graph
theory. it should wake you up
and inspire you.

you know
this is similar to a ftljump in battlestar
gallactica.
if you put in some random
coordinates you might
end up in the middle of a
sun.
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this won t be on the exam.
i won t fuck you up like that!
the contrapositive is really my
favorite proof. you guys must
be thinking right now:
what a nerd. he has a favorite
proof.
if someone ever proves p=is np
it will not be by melting the sand
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Block Opening 01/2013
Drink 3 audrey merlivat
The winter holidays came to an end, it’s time to say goodbye to mum’s homemade meals and the lazy days spent
in your pyjamas next to the fireplace, as reality does what
it does best: strike hard. It’s time to start a new block, not
just any block, it’s the project block So what better ways
to start but with a new block opening drink and drinking
games like Ring of fire? For those who don’t know this
game, it’s played with a deck of card where players must
drink based on the cards drawn, and each card has a different rule.
My favourite card in this game was probably the King’s,
for each time you drew a king you were allowed to make
up your own rule. The first rule was to make animal
noises before you could drink, let’s just say we discovered
some very interesting animals that night ;)
Next rule we had to ask Gabi if we could drink before
drinking. Gabi who was not playing with us had no idea
what was going on when we went to ask her if we could
drink, she tried to run away from us, but it didn’t work,
even when she went to the toilet and 4 people knocked
on the door to ask if they could drink.
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After traumatising Gabi we started a new run of the
game, hence came a new rule: before you could drink you
had to rub Robert’s nipples with a drink coaster. He also
tried to run away, but luckily some strong guys managed
to hold him down for us to keep playing :D This was one
extremely fun night, and don’t worry, no students were
harmed in the making of BOB3.

thisisindexed.com/2013/05/you-never-know-or-do-you/

The editors could not find any pictures of this event, so we decided
to go with this Venn diagram because it sort of represents the
drinking game mentioned in this piece. Agree you may or may not,
one thing was sure: Insanity did occur for poor Gabi.
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Block Opening 02/2013
Drink 4 Bas willemse
This is the story of a cold, strange February evening. A
cold evening on which people like to dress up as pirates
or zombies. A cold evening on which even engineers
decided to go out for a drink. Yes, a very strange evening
indeed. An evening called Carnaval.
We travelled the dangerous roads to the magical place
called De Twee Heeren, where beer and fun would be
plenty, but first, we had to survive the great perils of
Maastricht’s carnival evenings: drunk Germans in weird
costumes.

Skipping through these perils and how we survived them
(a great story for another time), we arrived at our destination. The drinking had already started and you could
hear the muffled yet clear loudness of Crijn all the way
from the Vrijthof: yes, he’s THAT loud.
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The drinking started, and after some horrible songs, the
king and queen of the evening were finally crowned. It
was pretty clear from the start who the king would be:
Maurice the mean, lean carnaval machine. But who o
who would become his queen? The people voted that
this role would be taken up by the wonderful, the beautiful, the one and only Gabi!

After all of this had been decided and the king and queen
had been crowned, the obligatory polonaise started. The
king and queen looked so happy to finally be together, as
if they had been waiting on this for all of their lives. They
lived happily ever after and ruled over the people like no
king and queen had ever ruled over people before them.
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fussball
tournament job hartjes
The table football tournament! During the first two weeks
of block 4! But still going at the beginning of block 5 :p
Every year Incognito hosts a table football tournament
and every year it happens that not everybody plays their
games. But this year was special. Not because every game
was played. NO!
It was special because there even was a team that managed to play no games at all! All hail team PANDA, also
known as Cindy.

First place double tournament: Joren and Dries
Second place double tournament: We have no idea!
First place single tournament: Joren
Second place single tournament: We suspect Taghi!
Congratulations Joren, Dries and Taghi! Your names will
forever be found in this DKE yearbook!

After this intro we can get on to the tournament itself. Every match was 10 minutes, with side switching at 5 minutes, and the winning team would get ¹ points, the losing
team 0. At a draw both teams would get 1 point. There
were some creative entries this year, like:
Derpy Hooveligan, by Samir Benmendil.
But none had a more crappy logo than RoJoBert, here >>
showed from archive footage.
After this colourful display of crappyness (I know this is
black/white. But trust me, the original would be very
colourful) I would only like to say that it is always fun to
play some table football with your fellow DKE students.
And now it is time to get to the results of the Table Soccer
Tournament 2013!
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Quest for the
holy pie alex steens
Devote your mind to this tale of the distant past, and the adventure that did befall the most noble of knights.
As is tradition at the Department of Knowledge Engineering, several brave adventurers were chosen to search for the
most sacred of our lost relics: the Holy Pi(e). Many challenges
awaited those who would go on this dangerous journey, but
three brave men fearlessly volunteered for this Holy quest.
These men were Lars the warrior (who felt like he had nothing
better to do), Max the druid (who kept talking nonsense about
plants being alive) and Geert the monk (who had been fasting for a while so he was getting hungry) and together they
formed the Fellowship of the Pi(e).
They soon departed on their quest, accompanied by the foreboding sounds of minor chords (and to make it more medieval, a major chord is thrown in at the end). They traveled for
many days and nights, until they reached the Rocky Shallow
River of Nevermore, a chasm spanning at least twenty feet
with no bridge in sight. Fortunately, though the chasm was
wide, it was not deep as a river flowed through it and as such
the adventurers decided to swim across. First was Geert, since
he had most experience with rough water. He took a running
start, hoping to build up more momentum and thus being
able to swim across as fast as possible, and dived right into
the river. What our poor monk didn’t know, was that the water was only one foot deep, so he crashed into the river floor
and was then carried along by its currents, never to be heard
from again. The others now decided to wade through the river
and seconds later safely reached the other side.
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Together, the brave twosome travelled onwards over the
Bridge of Safety, through the Tunnels of Light and into the
Swamp of Despair, which is were everything all went to hell.
The swamp was a magical place which quickly turned any
and all negative emotions of travelers into despair, and when
someone caved in to that despair, he would be lost forever.
At first, none of the adventurers noticed anything at all, but
as the hours dragged on, Max was getting more and more
frustrated that Lars would not accept the fact that animals
and plants are intelligent creatures, and eventually got mad at
him for it. The swamp quickly seized this opportunity to turn
the druid’s anger into despair and when he gave in to his despair, he tripped, fell and lost sight of Lars, after which he was
doomed to roam the swamp until his dying day.
Now only Lars was left to fulfill the fellowships quest, and he
bravely ventured forth to the Cave of ten thousand monsters,
where the Pi(e) was said to be hidden. He entered the cave,
his sword unsheathed and his buckler at the ready. He was
vigilant and noticed every sound, movement and smell in
the dark cave, and then he saw it: the Holy relic he had been
searching for: the Pi(e). Still fresh due to a magic spell, the
pleasant scent reached the warrior’s nostrils and he bolted
towards his goal. Without thinking, he grabbed it of it’s pedestal and triggered the hidden doors which kept the monsters
away from the Pi(e). But no monsters appeared, since they
had already starved to death months ago.
And so, the relic was found and, as per the tradition, Lars ate
it on his way home so next year, a new party could go on this
Sacred Quest again.
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Mariokart 02/2013
night job hartjes
At Wednesday February the 20th of 2013 it was time for
Incognito’s Mario Kart Night! At around 8 people went to
the Twee Heeren, where there were drinks, snacks and
games. Bas brought his Wii, Gabi brought a beamer from
the university and Job brought his collections of games.
All the ingredients for a night of nerdy gaming. The original plan was to connect 2 Wii’s, but there were some
problems getting a second beamer with a compatible
video connection.
At first the boys and girls kept true to the name of the
night and played some Mario Kart! Apparently Crijn never
played it before, but was winning anyway. This let to nobody believing him anymore. Because there were more
players than connected controllers, people had to rotate
the controllers. But as stated before, there were drinks
and snacks so it was fun nonetheless!
After some Mario Kart we played some New Super Mario
Bros. This showed that no friendship is sacred and everybody started to kill each other, while the goal was to
reach the end of the map with all players. Fun times, fun
times.
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But people started throwing controllers, chips and coasters so it was time for something less violent. Super Smash
Brothers Brawl! This friendly game made everybody feel
warm and cosy, but once again Crijn said he hardly played
the game. But he won anyway. This let to some fierce
competition and this went on till it was time to clean up
and go home.
But not before playing one match of Fifa 12! Nobody really knew what the controls were, so it wasn’t very exciting as it was frustrating. We had some laughs, giggles and
we had a winner in the end, so everybody was happy. We
cleaned up the 1st floor of the Twee Heeren, packed up
our stuff and went home satisfied at 01:00.
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Cantus

03/2013

Irme Groothuis
Incognito’s cantus was only the second cantus I’d gone to,
and it was also the most fun. We started by being introduced to the corona and all their rules, and their warning
that if we did not listen, punishment would surely follow.
After everyone had sung their national anthem, the real
cantus started.
As soon as people started drinking, much of the rules
were forgotten, much to the dislike of the corona. Various
punishments followed: sitting on table with your legs on
the bar until your table finished drinking, drinking beer
with your arms outstretched, four people having to stand
on three legs, and other weird impossible punishments,
resulting in more beer being drunk.

In the end everything was covered in beer. We sang lots
of different song in different languages, German, Dutch
but most of them in English. I remember people asking
me that if there was something wrong or if I wanted to
talk about stuff, and if so, I could always talk to them. I
also remember people embracing me to sway along to
the rhythm of the songs being sung, and I remember all
of this since I was stone cold sober, so that you would
have someone to watch over you ;) (Irme the sober sister)
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karaoke night 03/2013
with aegee job hartjes
On Tuesday March 19th AEGEE en Incognito came together to do some singing at de Twee Heeren! AEGEEMaastricht is a European student association, focused on
cultural integration and exchange. During the constitution
drink of AEGEE the board of Incognito managed to steal
one of their treasures. This meant that AEGEE was forced
to do something in return for Incognito. Incognito decided this would be karaoke!
And so it happened. AEGEE invited all Incognito members
to the karaoke and it was good fun. Around 35 people
showed up and watched cautiously while the board of
AEGEE and Incognito went first. After their crappy performance everybody knew it was no problem if you couldn’t
sing and the sheet of paper was quickly filled with names
and songs to be sung.

Hits like “Master Exploder”, “In the jungle”, “Barbie girl”,
“Roses” and other amazing songs were sung like they
were never sung before. At least, I hope so. Because most
performances weren’t very good.
In the end it almost looked like the singing got better, but
that could also have been the alcohol on my part. Sorry
for my lack of proper judgement.
Anyway! We would like to thank AEGEE for this awesome
evening and we hope to do it again next year!
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block opening 04/2013
drink 5 Marcell igneczi
Getting into the Twee Heeren upstairs room is never
easy. The stairs are normally blocked and you have to ask
people at the bar to open the door to the kitchen for you,
so you can access the all-so-famous Incognito room. But
once you are in, it’s totally worth it.
At BoB 5, there were more people than usual downstairs,
so one would have to wait until he is able to ask a bartender for assistance, but the miracle happened: The
door leading upstairs was open and unblocked! Stepping
in the room, I saw people gathering around a screen:
football was on, which striked quite as a surprise. Since
when are we watching football on a BOB? Never mind
that, let’s just start with a beer or two!
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So, me and my friends started out with a couple of beers,
and the atmosphere started to rise: we were international, we were happy, and we were trolling Bas’s laptop.
At one point Lars announced: We want you guys to create
teams and decide whether you are a Beauty or a Nerd
team... This is when it hit everyone: of course, we have a
quiz today! How could we forget that? Oh well, it might
be the beer. We quickly formed our teams, and then the
quiz kicked off with the most f.. I mean hardest questions.
We raced through the questions with loud voices, trying
to lead the other people off from the right track. In the
end, 2 teams won, and I’m happy to say, that I was the
member of one of them.The price? FREE BEER.
The night ended, and everyone went home with the
sweet memories of BoB5.
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Business 04/2013
day yannick thimister
It’s Wednesday April 24th and no student of DKE is having
any lectures. The annual Incognito Business Day is taking place. Even though all DKE students are omniscient,
the goal of this day is to provide knowledge about the
possibilities for a Knowledge Engineer after his/her studies. During this day, Incognito invites representatives of
companies to talk about their work and experiences.
This year, the attending companies are Aquima, KPMG,
Procam and IBM. Incognito even managed to pull away 2
PhD students from their extremely busy schedule to give
a presentation on their work.
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Aquima kicked off the day with a presentation about
software development and their systems. The presentation of KPMG focused on a more philosophical side of the
field. “Ask the right questions” was the main advise we’ve
gotten for our future knowledge engineering jobs and
projects. After the first 2 presentations, a lunch was provided in combination with an information market. All the
students got the opportunity to ask questions in person
and gain possible contacts within companies.
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Business 04/2013
day yannick thimister
Once everyone had a break, the presentation of the PhD’s
started. Besides getting insights in the world of postdoctoral study, we learned that reading comics on phdcomics.com is an essential part of being a PhD as well. The
final presentation of the day was from IBM. They showed
the great number of possibilities, i.e. internships and student projects (like Extreme Blue), within a huge company
like this.
Finally, the Incognito Business Day was closed with a
lovely dinner and drinks. After all, we are students!
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Kafe with 05/2013
michael clerx gijs-jan roelofs
KafE: Calcium Is Awesome
Or, how I stopped worrying and started loving math.
KafE; a concept we haven’t seen for so long, that many of our
new readers will not even know what the acronym stands,
stood, or even will stand for!
That fateful night, we were accompanied by both expert
speaker Michael M. Michaelsen Clerx and awkward outcries
from the chamber next door, we were introduced to the
horrific lovechild of the fields of Biology and Math. After this
well-delivered, but brutal dropkick to our intellects, we were
thrown from the wondrous world of Ordinary Differential
Equations into GPU Programming as a gentle closure for the
evening.
The mood, quality and general reception of this evening can
only best be described in the summary of the three sections:
- What happens when you program, or Biology and You!
- What happens when I try to do biology, or Biology and Math!
- What happened to my mobile phone; or how to turn up the
heat through GPGPU!
And as a final dessert, we were shown the hardships, pitfalls
and eventual rewards of having to write your own DSL and
compiler.
For those interested, you can still download the slides presented on: http://michaelclerx.com/kafe2013/
However, I feel I, as author, must note that the real value of
the KafE will be lost on you. As you will not experience the full
presentation without its idiomatic presenter.
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first years
lars Mennen impression

bas Willemse &

An astonishing number of new students were standing
in front of the daunting gates of DKE, not knowing if they
were ready or not to crush their fresh minds with computers, formulas and beer. But first of all, it was time for
introduction games, where it turned out that the first
years were terrible at holding up a wooden stick together,
to say the least.
In fact, there were so many new students in the first year,
they didn’t fit into the DKE-building. Luckily, they could
show their creative side at the Jan van Eyck Academie,
surrounded by painters, artists and other non-technical
people. As time went by, survival of the fittest did its
job and the first years slowly started fitting into room
0.015. In the meantime, Kapoenstraat 2 was their lovely
and cozy home, where laptops heated up the room to
27 degrees in the blink of an eye. The sound of ten mice
clicking rapidly in harmony suggested that everyone was
dedicated to school work and very good at multitasking.
Every exam was a challenge: were those few hours of
studying enough? For some exams, they were. For others,
they clearly weren’t.
But after a while, everyone became friends and even
though the amount of students decreased, their friendship grew stronger. Now, at the end of the year, I think we
can all say that we made a lot of friends and learned a lot
this year, after all, and we’re looking forward to the next
year.
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paintball

05/2013

gabi ras
It was a beautiful day. The sun was shining and there was
a gentle breeze. 23 people, 5 cars, 2 bags of snacks and a
good mood. We entered the cars and were off to Belgium.
It was a glorious day for battle and bloodshed.
We arrived there, got our protective clothing, mask and
gun, watched an instructional video and learned that you
can’t regrow your eyes.
*mind blown*
Next, we split up into 2 teams as following:
Team Red: Me, Gijs-Jan, Dries, Maurice, Jeroen, Pieter,
Lewis, Pedro, Thiago, Rob and Max.
Team Blue: Dirk, Luc, Geert, Bas, Celine, Peter, Marie,
Lena, Felix, Marcell, Crijn and Gergely.

Round 1: Team deathmatch
Red on one side and Blue on the other. The goal: Exterminate each other within 15 minutes. As a member of the
red team, I thought we were doing pretty allright at first,
but one by one we were all hit until there were none of
us left. Team Blue claimed victory.
Round 2: Team deathmatch
We swapped sides, same goal. This time Red decided to
spread out and try to flank Blue instead of staying in the
middle. It was a good effort yet not good enough because
we did not manage to neutralize all the Blue soldiers. It
was a tie.

Round 3: Capture the flag
Red on one side, Blue on the other, flag in the middle.
Goal: Grab the flag and bring it to the enemy base. Red
split up into 3 parts; left flank, right flank and some who
went for the flag. It was Maurice who got the flag for us
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paintball

05/2013

gabi ras
and Red claimed victory.
Round 4: Capture the flag
Same as round 3, only Red and Blue swapped sides. This
was a glorious round for me because I shot Crijn in the
buttocks. He was standing there, bent over with the flag
in his hands. I seized the moment, aimed at his backside
and fired. The 17 mm ball soared towards his bottom,
following a slightly curved path due to the wind. A split
second later, it made sweet sweet impact on what is now
probably his bruised left buttock. It should also be mentioned that Maurice did an awesome flanking move and
shot down 5 soldiers from Blue. Red claimed victory.
Round 5: VIP
Red team went first and I was chosen as VIP because I’m
the smallest one and most nimble. Red team on one side,
Blue on the other. Goal: VIP has to get to the opponent’s
side without getting hit. It was not a good round for Red.
My fellow soldiers got picked off one by one and in the
end our defense was broken and I got shot in the back by
Crijn. Blue claimed victory.

a while. When I joined the game, I was quite confused
as to what was going on. Red was supposed to be on the
other side, but I was seeing red masks everywhere. Also,
there were many Blue soldiers walking of the field because they were hit. Shortly thereafter, I heard Maurice
say something like “Let’s just rush Crijn on 3!” and he
counted down. Balls were frantically flying everywhere. It
didn’t matter because Red team owned and claimed victory.
Round 7: Team deathmatch
Team deathmatch with respawn and after some time
even friendly fire so everyone can use up all their balls.
Different map; bigger and more challenging. Basically everybody was running around being trigger happy. Chaos.
And fun. I have no idea who won.
8120 balls and 4.5 hours later Red was the Conqueror
with 375 points and Blue lost with 275 points.
It was a good day.

Round 6: VIP
Since it was Crijn who shot me, he was VIP this time.
Swap sides, same goal. I missed half of this quick round
because during round 5 I gracefully attacked the ground
and some of the balls inside my gun ruptured. This caused
the other balls to become covered in 60% water and 40%
gelatin and cause them to swell up. So the nice man had
to clean this up for me before I could continue and it took
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exchange to Iceland
sabrina kirstein
What do I have to tell you about Iceland? It is simply
AWESOME. My adventure started with the Language
Course in Icelandic. Around 80 foreign students from all
over the world were three weeks in the most beautiful
middle of nowhere. We got every day a delicious Icelandic dinner and had the choice between several activities
like horseback riding, hiking or kayaking.
It was nice to learn some language skills that were useful
in the daily life. “Ég tala bara smá islensku” means i.e. “I
just speak little Icelandic”. The language is very difficult,
but equally funny. Most of the students of the Language
Course became friends and we spent also our time together in Reykjavik for the next months and are still in
contact. The worst experience was the rotten shark,
which smells worse than it tastes, but it is still the most
disgusting thing I ever tasted. Icelanders really love it. :D
Reykjavik itself is a nice and iconic city with a cool clubbing scene. The university was brilliant and the courses
were very interesting. Icelanders also take care of projectbased learning and are very attentive. Icelanders are
however lovely Vikings who love to chill out in their hot
pots (40 degrees hot swimming pools). We tried to make
as much trips in the nature as possible. One time we
drove round the whole island in 52 hours. The nature of
Iceland is ineffable. It is a mixture of volcanos, waterfalls,
northern lights, lakes, rivers, natural hot pots and glaciers.
It seems to be science fiction.
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The most extreme experience I made in Iceland was a
big storm gusting over 250 km/h sitting in a car, while my
boyfriend had to steer left in a right-hand bend to stay on
the street. We had to pause our trip for one day, because
it got worse with gusts over 300 km/h.
I love Iceland. It was the best decision ever and I would
recommend everybody to visit the exciting, wonderful
and lovely island.
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exchange to the USA
Geert gommans
Study abroad: The American Experience
Hi there. My name is Geert Gommans and I’m a third year
bachelor student at the DKE. The first semester of this
year I studied at the Hobart and William Smith Colleges
in Geneva, New York. Together with Stef Janssen, another
third year DKE student and good friend of mine, I shared
a room and experienced college the American way.
The first impression I got from America was: Big. Everything is big. The meal sizes are bigger (hence the doggy
bag), the distances between places were bigger and
indeed some (but certainly not all) of the Americans were
big.

At Hobart and William Smith, I got to experience how college on a campus is: It’s wonderful. Once you settle down
and find your group of friends (which you are sure to find
there are so many different people) you’ll start to hang
out almost every evening and create a new sort of family.
Luckily for me and Stef (we shared a room) we found this
family mostly in the house where we stayed.
Furthermore the campus is amazing, the view I had from
my house was simply stunning and there is a lot of green
around the place. There are lots of opportunities to join
a club, (I joined Hobart Club Soccer myself) where you
meet even more people and make more friends. There
are also a lot of different events varying from formals held
by fraternities and student band performances to celebrating the Holi colour festival and throw paint powder
at each other.
The courses are a little different from DKE in such that
each course lasts for the entire semester instead of only 2
months, but it’s interesting to see Computer Science and
Math in courses not offered by DKE.
Overall I am really happy I made the decision to go to
America and meet so many amazing and very special
people. I learned a lot about myself and was able to develop my personality as well. Studying abroad I something
I would recommend to every DKE student.
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exchange from brazil
thiago rocha
It was a great experience living in Netherlands for one
year. It was my first time abroad and I really enjoyed the
ride.
One of the main factors for that was being well received
at the Department of Knowledge Engineering. The quick
answer and support since the beginning, when I still had
to decide where I would go, were the factors that made
me stick with Maastricht. The university offered a support through it’s many services that made me wish I could
have this kind of structure back in Brazil. But this structured aspect that I already expected didn’t turn out to be
presented in a rigid way.

I will take some lessons back from it all, that I still need to
keep improving - mainly a more open and fearless communication, a more hands-on approach to the studies,
and skills to be able to live on my own in a balanced manner.

The DKE department always felt welcoming. The small department was a cozy place to stay, maybe because of the
way the program is carried throughout three years and
its size that makes possible to know a good percentage
of students and staff. The common room centered the
social activities, being a shared space where students carried their study meetings and fun. There colleagues from
the classroom sometimes seemed to enjoy a environment
like one when you are having a family barbecue - except
for the food, that even if it was present wouldn’t taste like
a brazilian barbecue. The teachers were really open to
receiving the students, and accomodating questions.
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Pre-MAster from indonesia
Kurniawan Tjiang
I am very happy with my decision to come to DKE, the
courses are of a high quality and the lecturers are not
only highly educated but also thoughtful and close towards students, there is no hierarchy or distance between
students and teachers. Those facts keep me amazed and
make me enjoy the learning process.
More over Maastricht university has a good ranking this
year, as most Asian students, I do really care about the
ranking of the university, as we want to get the best out
of the high tuition fees we pay.

Netherlands, those countries represented as much as I
can remember, I know and aware there are more countries present as DKE students, which are very interesting
to discover and share their cultural richness..
During my first week I got to know lots of nice and friendly new friends, to name a few; Gabi, Roel, Cindy, Audrey,
Max, Gaston, Romero, Irme, Maria, Pedro, Xiao Hu, Marie, Lena, Felipe, Maddison and some other friends that I
cannot recall since it was a lot of new nice people to get
to know with.. :D

The courses in DKE are very diverse, I like diversity, keep
my mind and thinking broad and it gives me lots of ideas
of what will I do after my graduation. The other nice thing
is that DKE has established strong links with other universities abroad that allows DKE students to go on exchange
at very good school abroad, as well as allowing the exchange students from abroad experience the teaching in
The Netherlands. This is also very nice for DKE Students
who are not going for exchange program as they can also
experience cultural exchange and have a good network
across the globe for their future career by just staying in
DKE. Last but not least also the good service of enrolment
process I experienced, Ms.Gonny, Mrs.Celine and other
administration staff that are very hospitable and effective.

They told me a lot of things, about DKE, about Maastricht,
about courses and about the teachers, and even about
their ambitions, dreams, and their problems.. :p
I also join some Facebook group by Maastricht university
students, like Sharing is caring, Sharing is caring but money is money, Maastricht fleamarket, Shop & Go Maastricht, etc. that helped me settled in Maastricht quite firm
and more easily.

My classmates and other DKE students are quite unique
and consist of different cultural backgrounds, from Curacao, Aruba, Angola, Saudi Arabia, USA, China, England,
Germany, Belgium, France, Myanmar, Iran, Azerbaijan,
Spain, Mexico, Turkey, Brazil, Slovakia, and of course The
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Maastricht as a student city, enchanted me so much
with her beautiful scenery, Maas River, different kind of
bridges, historical sites, antique churches. And it’s pretty
close to the border, so I can just sneak out to see German
cities and Belgium cities in a day trip or take a cheap budget flight from Maastricht Airport or Eindhoven Airport
to other part of Europe easily.. This satisfies the travelling buds so much.. :D It’s like a gateway to other famous
European cities that is in most travellers put in their list
when they want to come to Europe, perfect!!
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swarmlab
daan bloembergen
The Swarmlab is the robotics lab of DKE, headed by Karl
Tuyls and Gerhard Weiss. Founded in 2010 on an NWO
grant, the lab is still in its early years, but nonetheless
has seen many successes during this short period. To
name a few highlights: winning the best demo award at
the 2012 AAMAS conference for our work on multi-robot
collision avoidance; a shared first place at the 2013 RoboCup@Work challenge at the German Open with the Kuka
youBot platform; and recently short documentaries about
the lab on both local (L1) and national (NTR Labyrint,
WDR) television.
The general research line of the lab focuses on how to
build bio-inspired autonomous systems capable of learning from their environment and peers in order to solve
complex tasks. For this purpose we draw inspirations
from nature and investigate bio-inspired techniques such
as swarm intelligence (social insect behavior as found in
honeybees and ants), reinforcement learning and evolutionary algorithms.
For example, we use ant-based techniques to enable a
swarm of e-Puck robots to autonomously cover an unknown environment. Incorporating knowledge of honeybee behavior also allows the swarm to efficiently find and
collect resources. Techniques from evolutionary game
theory are used to find an optimal approach for multi-
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robot collision avoidance using our Turtlebot robots.
Recently we also look at single-robot systems, such as the
MITRO telepresence platform for smart mobile video conferencing, and the Kuka youBot for industrial navigation
and manipulation tasks.
Robust practical applications require a strong theoretical
foundation. That is why we also work on investigating and
extending the theoretical framework of multi-agent reinforcement learning. Specifically we try to formalize the
link between the practical behavior of such autonomous
learning agents, and the theoretical predictions of evolutionary game theory.
The Swarmlab is also active in the educational program
of DKE. In the past year, AI master students have worked
with ROS, the Robot Operating System, both in their
research project and in the Autonomous Systems course,
where they implemented autonomous mapping on the
Turtlebots. Bachelor students delved into swarm intelligence and swarm robotics in the Intelligent Systems
course. Moreover, several bachelor and master students
have written their thesis at the Swarmlab; in some cases
their research has even let to a scientific publication. We
hope many more interested students will find their way
to the Swarmlab in the coming years!
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Alumni
Bachelor

Master OR

Master AI

2011-2012
Eddy Bakker
Rik Claessens
Florian Daalen
Anne Derks
Frans van Egdom
Leoni Haagmans
Maurice Hermans
Stefan van der Horst
Lukas Kang
Cliff Laschet
Achim Leydecker
Sara van de Moosdijk
Tom Pepels
Sander Puts
Gijs-Jan Roelofs
Yannick Thimister
Joren Vandelaer
Esther Verhoef
Suzanne van Wijk

2011-2012
Max Bügler
Miranda Gubbels
Robbert Harms
Linda Meessen
Teresa Piovesan
Intan Sherlin
Mandy Tak
Ruud Wetzels
Bryan Yao

2011-2012
Daniel Claes
Markus Esser
Kalle Fischer
Michael Gras
Pia Heilmann
Annica Heinrich
Sebastian Hinzelmann
Janina Jansen
Lukas Kirchhart
Jannis Klinkenberg
Bastian Küppers
Freek Maes
Andreas ten Pas
Marius Politze
Madan Raj Rajagopal
Kim Roumans
Colin Schepers
Michael Schneider
Quintin Siebers
Thorsten Stocksmeier
Menaka Viswanathan
Shuang Zhou

2012-2013
Tom Hogewind
Damien Lejeune
Tim Cooijmans
Frans van den Heuvel
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2012-2013
Erik Buil
Stefan Schwartz

Henning Metzmacher
Stephan May
Vincent Kerkhofs
Björn Tings
Bastian Bröcker

2012-2013
Jesper Mohnen
Joscha-David Fossel
Bernhard Cleven
Christian Andrich
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year 1

Bachelor

year 2
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Bachelor
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year 3
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Master
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AI

master
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Thanks!
Irme Groothuis & Gabi Ras
A very special thanks and a big hug goes to Pascal Breuls
for making this yearbook possible.
A hug and many thanks go to the authors of the pieces,
your names are already mentioned with the pieces and
I’m lazy but most grateful. A big thanks and hugs also go to
the photographers, Daniel Claes, Daan Bloembergen, Audrey Merlivat, Gerrit Drost. To the teachers who allowed
us to put this beautiful content in here, Steven Kelk, Joel
Karel, Kurt Driesens, Frank Harmsen, Katerina Stankova,
Pieter Collins, thank you + hugs! Last but not least, we are
giving ourselves a pat on the back for editing, content,
photos, sleepless nights, chasing/threatning people for
content and of course Steven’s face photoshopped on the
body of Gaius Baltar.
PS: don’t worry; if you don’t like hugging we won’t hug
you.
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